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  Well, happy new year, everybody, and happy new year to three of my favorite  brothers in arms. Great to see 
you guys all on. What a great vision this is from where I sit. Good to see you. We want to thank you for coming 
on, uh, Tony Nikolic.  Looking like a red cricket in the grass there.  Great to be Mac, the Big Mac attack. 
 
And look, look at the T-shirt. He's got the Big Mac dog on there. Johnny. Oh, Mack, look.  Mac truck. Oh,  and my 
favorite Grub, Johnny Larder. Good to see you on, mate. Yes, mate. Good to be here. And welcome boys.  Thank 
you John. Thanks. Great to be here boys. It's uh, yeah, it's good. We've been reminiscing before we hit the record 
button and boy, it's been a while. 
 
Uh, three years, hasn't it?  It certainly has. Yeah, it has, mate. It certainly has. Yeah, I was just trying to 
remember, like, when it all started. Well, we know COVID was, I guess, 2020, early 2020, January, February, but I 
think the real battle began, yeah, the start of 2021 for, for most of us. Um, so what, yeah, what's that, two or 
three years?  
 
Yeah, it's been full on and, um, it's, it's, uh, when your wife says you've aged a lot in the last three years, you've 
got to take notice of that, haven't you?  I think we all have, mate, and um, yeah, certainly that's a, that's a topic 
worth, um, talking about on its own, that aging.  Yeah, but it's all right for you because you don't have a, you 
don't have someone like that telling you that you're aging, Tony.  
 
Well, Tony's been the ambassador for Oil of Yulian for quite some time, haven't you, Tony? Yeah, no, it's, mate, 
I'm just, um, marketing that new  exfoliating, uh, kiwi and mango at the moment.  He's growing it in the back. 
You can see it in the background.  
 
Um, anyhow, look, um,  we'll, we'll discuss a few things. I want to discuss, um, the year that was and the year 
that's coming  and also talk about each of you guys and where you're personally at and what your objectives are 
for the year. And, um, I just want us to have an honest share about, about all this stuff, but I want to remind us 
all why we're here  by reading a part of a message I got from a dear friend of mine.  
 
Um, and, uh, let me get into it.  Uh,  I went to a one year memorial for my mother at her nursing home. It's a year 
since this lady's mum passed away.  15 people remembered,  but get this. They had three of these for the past 
year,  45 deaths.  Eight in one week, and three in one day just recently.  When my mother was there for three 
years, in her wing only, three or four died over that time. 
 
Over three years. And there's six wings. So that's 18 to 24 people dying over three years. Not 48 in one year.  
Criminal, but no one is, uh, no, but no one there saw it as alarming.  Um,  that's where, that's where we're up, 
uh, up again. That's what we're up against. And when we're talking about. That New Zealand data from the 
whistleblower over there, everyone's saying, yeah, but we don't know how many of those people are in nursing 
homes.  
 
Um, we don't know whether that data came from nursing homes. I mean,  it, it just, it beggars belief and, and I 
believe that while we're still turning a blind eye to this stuff, it beholds. As many of us as possible to keep 
pushing the boundaries on this stuff. Um,  Johnny, you, uh, you've been doing this. You're up to your neck in it. 
 
I mean, um, you recently had a Facebook,  uh, interchange with, uh, professor Nick Coatsworth. Let's talk about 
that one briefly.  Yeah, well, hoodie, he did a stint on the, uh, channel nine today show relieving for Carl 



Stefanovic, who, uh, who we believe is, uh, uh, probably, uh,  Of, of the same mindset we are, but, uh, you know, 
he's gagged. 
 
Uh, and,  uh, Dr. Nick Coatsworth, uh, put out a few Facebook posts and, uh, somebody gave him a bit of a 
backhander, uh, essentially saying that, you know, you.  You've crossed to the dark side. You're now one of these 
mainstream journalists and you didn't stand up for people in COVID,  not the exact wording, but that that's the 
exact, that's sort of where, where it sort of led  and, uh, he, he came back to him and gave him a link to an article 
that he'd written in the financial review a year earlier, uh, essentially calling for all.  
 
People, um, to be returned to work in, in business settings. Uh, it wasn't in health settings. It didn't go that far, I 
don't think.  But I, I climbed on there and said, well, look, uh, I'm a 25 year, uh, paramedic. Do you believe that, 
uh, given the overwhelming evidence now that we should be.  And he came back and said, yes, if it was up to me, 
uh, I would, I would, I would reinstate you.  
 
And I think that's pretty significant. Um, when, when you think of the position that he previously  held, uh, you 
know, he was, he was essentially the number two.  Uh, doctor in Australia, um, and he's, he's now, uh, conceding 
that, that  I'm not sure he's, he's conceding that they got it wrong, but he's certainly saying that, uh, those that, 
uh, are in the health  area now should be allowed to go back to work.  
 
And what have we all been  up to our neck in the fight for  just that? And also we had Nick Coatsworth coming 
out publicly on channel nine. I think it was when he was responding to the president of the AMA in Queensland's 
call to mask up again,  publicly came, came out and said that masks were a waste of time. 
 
And all I do is add to landfill. Um,  uh, Nick, we, we really want, we really love to have you on the show and, um, 
uh, we welcome you on, uh, not to attack you at all, but to really get some clarification because people need that 
clarification  and just on the, on the, um, matter of clarification, we had, um.  Uh, Dr. 
 
Daniel Ninio, who was on Café Locked Out debating with Paul Oosterhuis and Dr. Philip Altman, uh, for the pro 
vax side against, uh, the anti vax side. He called it the anti vax side, but, um,  not so. Um, he has been very vocal 
on, uh, Hoodies Heroes pages, uh, criticizing people for not being vaccinated. There was a photo today of Dr. 
 
Paul Oosterhuis. Holding the hand of our beloved, uh, delle,  uh, Peters in the Children's Hospital and they posed 
for a photo. Uh, Dr. Ster house wasn't wearing a mask, and Dr. Nino had a go at him for not wearing a mask, how 
irresponsible he was being in next to a somebody suffering respiratory issues and not wearing a mask. 
 
Uh, we then referred him to the two ladies, John, that we interviewed from America.  Uh, but also, um, he has 
accepted the offer to come onto a, a, uh, recorded debate.  Um, he has been public also denouncing Aseem 
Malhotra.  Uh, he said that Aseem Malhotra, uh, never debates any cardiologist. And he also said that he only 
turned tail and changed sides when his father died because he felt guilty that he wasn't able to save his father.  
 
Um, it seems that Dr. Daniel is also a, um, a psychiatrist and a psychologist now as well. He seems to be able to 
analyze people's thoughts. But so we, we wrote to Dr. Malhotra. And he has agreed with Belzon to come onto 
the program.  And we also wrote to Dr. Peter McCullough.  And for those of you who've been following this 
ongoing debate on the Hoodies Heroes Network with our friend, Dr. 
 
Daniel, and I  look, I really do admire his courage for, for sticking to his conviction and speaking up. He is 
relentless. He doesn't back off at all.  But when I asked Dr. Peter McCullough to come onto the program, this is 
the response I just received.  This has come up before, Graeme.  I have 691 citations in the National Library of 
Medicine,  and 70 on COVID slash vaccines.  
 
Dr Ninio has four. The last one in 2008, and none on COVID or vaccines.  That's like having a pilot, a commercial 
pilot, debate a six year old with a toy plane over avionics.  He is simply not qualified in having a public opinion on 
this topic, Peter McCullough.  Um, so that, that is what it is, that adds a bit of spice to the debate. 
 



We have now approached Professor Harvey Roosh from Yale University to come on the program. We also invite 
any Doctor, Professor Nick Coatsworth to come on to that debate.  as well, or any other doctor. And we're also 
asking, uh, Dr. Daniel to, um, to get a couple of people to speak with him as well.  And we're going to be covering 
off on that. 
 
And also we'll be covering off on the ethics debate around all of this and who better to talk about informed 
consent and the ethics or lack thereof than our very own Elizabeth Hart, who'll be joining in that debate. So we 
look forward to that, uh, coming. Uh, to a screen near you very soon.  Maybe Dr. Kerry Chant too. 
 
Uh, Hoodie might like to come on. Dr. Kerry Chant. It would be wonderful to have you on Dr. Chant and um, we 
chant, I mean we can't wait to have you on. So anyway, gentlemen, um, how can we say, Oh, another, uh,  uh, 
just a few days ago, a cafe flight from Hong Kong to Sydney returned three hours into the flight to go back to 
Hong Kong because the captain became suddenly incapacitated. 
 
The flight resumed to Sydney and arrived in Sydney nine hours late, and there's a string of these things going on 
and the world continues, but anyhow, gentlemen, John and I've talked too long. Mac, we put out a post.  And we 
put out a beautiful poster, our man on IT, Stuart did, uh, advising that we were going to be conducting this 
interview with you and with Tony. 
 
And the love for you guys in the comments for both of you is, is, uh, really heartwarming. Uh, there've been lots 
of comments. Everyone loves the way that Tony dresses  and everyone, everyone really loves you, Mac, and 
they're missing you. And they're saying, where have you been? So let's start with you, mate. 
 
What's been. Good.  Thanks, Woody. And look, what an honor it is to be on, you know, the number one podcast 
show in the country, in the world, Club Rubbery. You know, you never, you never know what I, but  look, just 
going back on what you're saying about Nick Coatsworth and, you know, a few of the others. The way I see this is 
a lot of people became very relevant, um, during the COVID, um, during the panic of COVID. 
 
They, um, and people that were never really relevant, you know, they may have just sat in a. You know, in a 
dusty office, you know, in a basement somewhere and all of a sudden they've got this importance. You know, we 
saw these doctors rolled out on the ABC and, you know, and  a lot of these, these people, they're trying to hold 
on. 
 
They want to sink with this ship. They don't want to admit they were wrong. They don't want to admit that the 
ship is gone. Let's just get into a lifeboat and just, you know, move on. So they're holding onto this because it 
gave them some relevance. It made them feel important that they were in the limelight. 
 
And they know, deep down inside, they know that they were wrong. They know that the fear was just way 
overhyped. And there are, there are those that, like Nick Coatsworth, which, all credit to them, which have come 
out and actually said, you know, yeah, we've got to get back to work. We've got to drop the mandates. 
 
Um, you know, and all the rest of it. But  a lot of these others, they, it's like they want to go down with the ship 
because they don't want to admit they were wrong. And there are people, there are people like us, just ordinary 
people who. Perhaps took the vaccine and they just did it because they had to do it and they just want to get on 
with their lives and that's okay, you know, and there were those that were genuinely at the start. 
 
We're fearful they didn't know and they thought they were doing the right thing.  And they've realized that 
they've, you know, it was wrong, and they've openly spoken up about it. There are those that are just burying 
their head in the sand.  And then there are those that like us which you know we've, we put it out there we we 
fought for so many years and. 
 
Um, we spoke up and at a great cost to us all, to our reputations, to our character, to our livelihood. Um, but in 
the end, and I said this from day one, I can lay my head down at night knowing that I fought the good fight and 



when, when, when I take my last breath on this earth and I, and I, and I hope I, I, I go to the, uh, our eternal 
father in heaven.  
 
The last thing I want people to remember me for is to say  that guy  didn't take the vaccine. He stood up against 
the government. He said, no, he gave up his job, um, you know, and this was the fight of my life. This was the 
fight of my life and who knows in 10 years, 20 years, there may be another fight. It may be next year. 
 
I don't know. Um, but in everything I've done in my 46 years,  the three years of the COVID era was the, you 
know, the, um, yeah, the biggest fight.  Of my life, like I lost a lot of friends, a lot of friends that I, you know, and I 
had a great legacy in my, my previous industry as a strength and conditioning coach, as a weightlifting coach, a 
boxing coach. 
 
I worked with the best of the best. Um, you know, and that, that legacy is now just tarnished because the 
character was assassinated in the media, um, trials and in the workplace. No one has ever reached out to me.  
But that's okay. I'm still here. I've got my family. I got you guys. We built a band of brothers. 
 
Um, the rallies, you know, the communities accumulated what millions of people all over the country. Um, you 
know, there's good days ahead. That's the way I see it now.  Mac, you, you, you did cop a lot of attack. You really 
did. And, but  what's been mystifying for all of us is the attack that not only comes from without, but from within.  
 
Yeah. Um,  look, it was a shock. I'll be honest at the start. It was a shock because  man, I was a teacher.  All I did 
was put out a video and say, Hey, any other teachers out there? Let's fight this. We're not going to take the jab. 
Okay, this is this is unlawful. And it grew the beast just grew. And as you guys know, and so I thought, well, you 
know, what are we up against here? 
 
We're up against the government, we're up against the education department. All I wanted to do was fight the 
mandates, fight the lockdowns, get out of lockdown and fight the passports and the checking codes. And then 
obviously a lot of other stuff started to come to the surface. You know, the Um, which, you know, is important, 
but the main focus was always that the mandates and the lockdowns, um,  and then when, when I organized, 
um, the first reclaim the line, um, you know,  that day, that morning I got up, um, my phone just blew up and, 
um, it just, that was October 1, October 1 of 2021. 
 
I'll never forget it. My phone just blew up. Um, someone had found a photo of me from 2017 or 2018  at, um, a 
local Freemason lodge where I, I used to live in the inner west and, um, with my grandfather and, and his mates 
and all the other members. And, and I had the, you know, I put on the blue sash and  that's the one photo in 
existence of me at a, at a, at a local Freemason lodge, which my grandfather was a part of since the 1950s. 
 
You know, God rest his soul now. And, um, At first I thought, what's the big deal, like this is just, you know, 
growing up we always just knew our local Freemasons Lodge, they're always involved in charities, um, they're 
always doing work in the community, raising money, whatever, a bunch of old men getting together, telling old 
war stories. 
 
My grandfather was, wasn't well, he was dying  and, um, he asked me to, you know, to take him and accompany 
him to a few of their, their dinners, um, after they had their meetings and  I went along  and I said, let's take a 
photo up in the lodge. I got in that photo and one photo  six years ago and it, it basically def, defy, it defined 
everything about me. 
 
in, in the freedom movement, like the people that attacked me, the trials, it was all just came down to that. And I 
admitted, I said, yeah, of course that's me in the photo, big deal. But then the, all the conspiracies started coming 
up  about the Freemasons and about this and about that. And which I don't even know, because  I'm a dad of 
two. 
 
I was a school teacher, I was working, um, you know, I had better things to do than worry about, you know, 
looking to all these conspiracies.  And, um, yeah, never heard the end of it. It was, it was relentless, um, it was 



nasty, it was threatening, um, and then other stuff just started coming up. Oh, he's a freemason, so he must be, 
you know, he's laundering money, he's, um, you know, he's not even a teacher, he's a, he's an actor, he's, he's all 
controlled opposition, like all these things that just started coming up. 
 
And in my head, I'm thinking to myself, do I really need this? Like, all I want to do is get my job back as a teacher. 
I'm only here fighting the mandates. And I wasn't even being attacked from the other side, from the people that 
we were supposed to be fighting. I was being attacked from within.  And I just, I never understood that because I 
thought, hold on a sec. 
 
We we've all got a common enemy here. All we've got to do is just stay, stay united. Um, but you're.  You're 
picking on one thing and it's, um, because you can't trust me because apparently I'm a freemason, that's fine. 
Don't trust me.  If you can do better, do better.  If you can do the job, do the job. No one is stopping you. 
 
This is what we're fighting for. We were fighting for freedom. So by all means, rather than attack and criticize and 
say, he shouldn't be doing this, he should be doing this. And you know, he's, he's that, that's fine. Don't do 
something yourself. Put yourself out there and just, and just do it.  Um, but you couldn't reason you couldn't 
reason with a lot of people and, um, it, yeah, it ruined my credibility a lot too, because there was a lot of people 
that, um,  would come up to me at the rallies and just say, Oh, you know, Mac, we can't believe it, that photo, we 
just can't get over it. 
 
And I would say to those people, show me your phone, show me your photo gallery, go back the last 10 years in 
your photo gallery. And I'm sure there are photos in there, which you don't want made public. I'm sure there are 
photos in there, which you're ashamed of.  I'm sure there are plenty of photos in there that you don't want 
anyone else to say, go on, show me.  
 
But, you know, it almost became this one thing, which, um, yeah, people, people couldn't get their head around, 
and I get it, you know, everyone was fearful, there was a lot of trust was gone, people didn't want to, um, didn't 
know who they could trust, and they thought, who is this guy, you know, he's, he's come out, he's, he's loud, he's 
putting out these videos, he's organizing these rallies, there's hundreds of thousands of people coming, he's got 
all these followers, um, where did he come from, you know, so, um, They found a photo and that, that defined 
me, but I wish they'd research more and look at the last 20 years of the work I'd done. 
 
And, and the charity work I'd done in, in, in Cambodia and Papua New Guinea and in Thailand and in third world 
countries. Um, the orphanages I helped build in Cambodia over the years, like just so many things that you could 
pick, look at. Um, but it was that,  but that was the time, I guess, the fog of war. What do you do?  
 
Well, I think, uh, Tony and John that the, uh, whoever it is who's responsible for membership in the Freemason 
Society would have to be rubbing his hands together because membership has grown so rapidly. It appears 
everybody's a member of the Freemason Society now, even myself. Um. Uh, John, I believe you're a Freemason. 
 
Tony, you're probably a Freemason. And they've got all these new members that they didn't know they had. 
Even the members didn't know that they were members. Because if you don't agree with somebody in the 
freedom movement, you're a Freemason.  Now that's freedom for you. That's really freedom for you. I'll tell you 
this, uh, when I worked in, uh, in, uh, one of my previous airlines before Qantas. 
 
Um, as a young co pilot, I was approached by one of the management pilots who said that they were watching 
me and they thought that I had a brilliant career lined up, uh, in management. If I wanted to go down that road 
and they suggested strongly that I go along with them to a, to a lodge meeting at a Freemasons Lodge and 
consider joining because it would enhance my prospects.  
 
The hair stood up on the back of my neck. I knew nothing about  Freemasonry. I'm not into secret societies at all. 
And I ran a mile. And I, I know that I shot myself in the foot for a management style job, which I probably 
wouldn't have enjoyed anyway, because I'd rather be doing what's in that photo behind me. 
 



But. At the end of the day, people, if somebody doesn't agree with you, it doesn't mean they're a flea mason. 
And when you carry on like that, you bring discredit to everybody who's fighting to get jobs back, to reinstate 
family relationships, to ensure that children aren't forced into being vaccinated. All these things that we fought 
for to keep our borders open, you know, cut out with the lockdowns already, and let's get some truth happening 
so we can make rational decisions. 
 
Um,  So, I mean, it's just, it's just the mind boggles, the mind boggles and, uh, controlled opposition, for goodness 
sake, we don't need controlled opposition. The people who accuse others of being controlled opposition are 
doing as much damage as if we were controlled opposition because you discredit everybody and there'll be a 
string of comments after we post this that we'll be doing the same thing, but I want to make myself clear.  
 
I don't speak to please you, I speak to please God. Galatians 1. 10 says, for I speak to please God, not man, 
because if I speak to please man, how can I please God? So if you don't like me, don't follow me. If you don't 
want me to talk about God or pray, don't follow me. Every single rally that I went to, I was threatened by 
somebody before I took the stage. 
 
Whatever you do, don't pray and don't mention God. Well, stiff cheddar, if you don't like it, stick your fingers in 
your ears, cause here it comes. And that's what I used to say at the rallies. It's why I did what I did. It's why I stay 
in the lane that I'm in. I love Jesus Christ. I'll follow him. And some people love Collingwood. 
 
Some people love Footscray, whatever. I don't care,  but don't denigrate people who have a faith in something 
that keeps them, gives them good rest at night and helps them to stay in their lane. Johnny,  you and, you and 
Tony are good mates. You communicate a lot together,  hit him with something.  Well, poor old Tony's been in 
the same circumstance when he, uh, when AFL decided to put a float in the Mardi Gras, didn't you, Tony? 
 
Yeah,  certainly. It did. It got us, um, that hit us, uh, pretty hard, that one. Um, you know, we didn't know, it was 
so secret that not even AFL knew about it.  
 
But, uh, you know, seeing good old Steve out there with his G banger was, uh,  it was a sight, wasn't it?  ? No, it's, 
uh, no, it's, it's, it's been a wild ride, guys. It has  been a wild ride. All right. Mm-Hmm. And it's not, it's, uh,  the 
judiciary's, Tony, they, they haven't been helpful, have they?  I, I, you know, I put it down to the fact that, you 
know, I think, uh, you know, uh, the judiciary here in Australia particularly, um, is one that can't cope with, um, 
uh, and I say it respectfully, they, they, they just can't cope with the immense scientific pressure that's coming 
down to bear. 
 
And when, when I say that, you know, obviously it's not a, you know, I'm not saying there, there.  They're dumb 
or stupid. That's not what I'm saying. We're talking from a professional point here. Um, and it's certainly a, um, 
an area when we look at, for instance, some of the evidence that's gone before it. Um, look, I'll, I'll, I'll speak at, 
you know, the Kassam case. 
 
So, you know, we, we spoke of.  All the evidence you're seeing today, we even put in the genetic manipulation, 
we're seeing that really coming out now, aren't you? But it was actually tended in, in Kassam, um, you know, 
through the efforts of Dr. Michael Palmer, absolutely amazing Australian born doctor, practiced in the USA, now 
lives in Canada. 
 
The The, the expert report and I'll send it to you guys shortly, but, um, the expert reporting that was absolutely 
amazing. What he went through is everything we're talking about today. We had Peter McCullough. We had, um, 
uh, uh, Ulrich Cameron on PCR testing. Um, we had, uh,  Vanderbosch. They, they couldn't deal with it instead. 
 
Um,  uh, sorry, we had Sabine evidence was one that said, you know, we tested it. A small amount of people and 
the only spike protein we found was those who were vaccinated. So we, we actually pointed the alarms there 
saying, Hey guys, there's something in this vaccine. Um, and it's certainly hurt, hurting people. 
 



Um, that was our view anyway, but the judiciary just wasn't up to speed on what was happening. And instead 
they went the line of that was being cast by the media. Um, And I'm not saying that they followed the media, 
what I'm saying is, is you have a look at the role of the judiciary and lawyers and that we have, you know, duties 
and one of those is obviously, you know, to, um, you know, follow the law, but also what are the community 
standards and also, you know, um, other issues such as parliament. 
 
So, you know, there are a number of duties, they got to compete with a number of issues, but having regard to 
all that. We've still got to come back to the fact that  the expert that the state put up, which was Professor 
McCartney, and as, as we detailed in the case, and it's, it's widely known, well, she had received 65 million worth 
of grants, um, in the 18 months leading up to that, and they're all, it all happened to be in and around vaccine 
research, and she was advising government, but the issue there wasn't so much that, it was the fact that There 
was an opportunity for the judiciary here, and they can, they could have called all those expert witnesses, the 
Peter McCullers, and the Jay Bhattacharyas, the epidemiologists, and they didn't. 
 
They went for someone who had never treated a COVID patient, to put that into context.  We had Dr. Brian 
Tyson. We actually submitted 6, 000 of his patient reports. These are 6, 000 patients who he treated on the front 
lines of COVID at the hardest time that it was hitting the USA. And, um, irrespective of whether one says the virus 
exists or not, we're going to talk what his evidence said. 
 
He said,  I had 6, 000 cases, I treated 6, 000 people. Um,  by contrast, Professor McCartney hadn't treated 
anyone.  Okay. And most of the experts, I think Mac touched on it, Hoodie's just touched on it as well. A lot of 
the people that were carting out every morning,  they hadn't treated anyone. And a lot of the people who are 
running this panel that's going to be coming up, they haven't treated anyone. 
 
Okay. And nor have they ever treated anyone. And people say, well, we don't need to, we just need to read a 
journal. That's got its own, that's got its own issues as well. So when we look at Dr.  Brian Tyson's evidence, well, 
Brian, Brian came through and he spoke about the fact that Out of the 6, 000, 3, 000 were vaccinated, 3, 000 
were unvaccinated. 
 
Doesn't that there tell you that,  you know,  he's, he's  His primary data, his primary data of those coming in to 
emergency and he saved their lives, but for now, I think four had passed away. And the reason the four had 
passed away is because they were seven or 10 days in, they had comorbidities. They had a number of other 
issues that were affecting them. 
 
Um, so by the time he got to him, it had been, you know. Um, rather progressed for some of those people that 
already had difficulties with their health prior.  Would that not tell someone? Hang on a second. If he's just 
saying, you know, if we've got, you know, let's call it 3000 and 3000 vaccinated and unvaccinated,  then  that 
surely should be a flag for anyone to say, hang on a second.  
 
Um, the vaccine is not stopping anything. It's, it's not. And then we actually got professor McCartney. What, 
okay.  12 months or 18 months prior to her admitting in the European Parliament to say it didn't stop 
transmission. So what we had was it didn't stop transmission. It didn't confer immunity because it can't confer 
immunity if it's not transmitting. 
 
Sorry, it was not stopping transmission. It can't stop hospitalizations and it certainly isn't stopping the deaths.  
And that was the difficulty the court had to grapple with at the time. Um, do we go with this? What I called in my 
Brad Hazard letter, the socially constructed emergency, where it was all fuffle and all that sort of stuff. 
 
And we're starting to see all these images now of news clippings of Scott Morrison and experts being carded. I 
think I showed you guys last night, um, where one of the New South Wales experts with Don Perrotin in the 
background said, look.  Previously, we had it at 21 days, but if someone fell off a bike and they ended up in 
hospital, we'd still categorize them as having COVID if they had COVID, right? 
 



But now we're dropping that down to 14 days. So that there tells you. There is a level of statistical, what I say 
anyway, I say it's a level of statistical manipulation that borders not only on scientific misconduct, because that 
scientific misconduct, and I wrote about it in my book chapter in 2014,  the issue about scientific misconduct is 
significant because it drove Australia. 
 
Into this pain and suffering that we've all just been talking about. The very things that, you know, Hoody's been 
talking, you and Mac, what we've all been fighting for over the last three years is to say, hang on a second, you 
know, there's something really fishy going on and people who are trying to bring the truth are being censored. 
 
The doctors and scientists who want to bring it out and even yourself, John, you know, you, you know, you're 
confident because you stood up to, and you stood up very early on as well. And so everyone that was coming out 
was being attacked and censored. And there was this like a counterintelligence  sort of system going on where 
this was just permeating through. 
 
But of significance, when we look at  the way the court dealt and the court still deal with it, they just can't cope. 
And they're not coping. And why do I say that? Well, I, like you guys, copped it early on, okay? They said, oh, you 
could have done this and you could have done, but no one's read my evidence.  Or they've read the judgment. 
 
Wait till you see when I put the evidence out what we actually see that we actually submitted. And so what I was 
trying to say to people was we had to start it and I think Peter King said it during the, um, during the case. This is 
a call to action. It's to mobilize people. It was to mobilize people. It was to get people up and get it moving. 
 
And what I was saying was just like thalidomide, okay, just like Agent Orange, just like, uh, you know, asbestos 
and just like the Vioxx. It took years and years and years for the courts to catch up and actually understand what 
this evidence was doing. And we all know the harms that each one of those has caused. 
 
We can't wait 50 years for these people who were injured and who have died to get some justice.  I must say that 
this is where it's incompetent, Tony. I mean, I don't expect you to say this, but I'll say it.  The judges in those 
cases, in the Kassam matter and in our case, uh, as well, the Lada V Hazard one,  like it's an absolute tragedy, 
really, when you think you had all those experts in the Kassam case that were there to give evidence that they, 
they were not fully explored, uh, for their reasonings. 
 
About what, why  they were there saying that this was, you know, an issue and it was dangerous. They should 
have been, they should have been explored and they, they weren't,  uh, you, you were like Nostradamus in that 
paper that you wrote to, uh, Hazard, uh, everything's come, come true. Uh, I mean, even in our case, I mean, 
look at, look, what's happened in Italy. 
 
Uh, if, if what we hear is correct over there, the health minister is under some sort of, uh, review, uh, criminally, 
allegedly, uh, about, uh, the conduct of the government in relation to the, uh, the COVID matters and.  In, in, in 
our case, Lada V Hazard, the, the judge, Judge Adamson, refused to accept, uh, our, um,  our request for, uh, 
Hazard as the, as the authority to, to give evidence. 
 
Now, why would you do that? Why would you not want the person who's been given, uh, the ultimate 
responsibility in News of Wales to coordinate and, uh, authority to run all this, why would you not want them 
there to explain it? It beggars belief to me, uh, especially now that you see what's going on in Italy. 
 
Uh, uh. Don't, don't you think that these people, they've got it wrong, haven't they?  Well, look, I can speak from 
now, because the case is out, the judgment, I don't agree with it. Um, and I'm happy to say I don't agree with it. 
Um, I'm happy to say that I don't, I don't necessarily agree with the Cassam decision, not just because it was my 
case.  
 
But I think with the evidence, there was an opportunity there and I only just think and look, I'm not casting blame 
to say, you know, to say, you know, someone's murdered. So I'm not, I'm not taking it there. But what I'm saying 



is, just imagine,  you know, um, a level of inquiry was made of each and every one of those experts was brought 
in to be cross examined. 
 
Yeah, because that's what they were there for. They were prepared each and every one of them to be cross 
examined. And yeah. No one called them, but it wasn't just that because a couple of months earlier, if you 
remember, I also did the one where,  um, and it didn't succeed, but again, it was a call to action and it. 
 
And it kind of, although it didn't succeed on record, it actually succeeded in achieving the aims, which was the 
one where I opened up the, the court, uh, sorry, not the courts, the places of religion. So we had Targlay versus 
the Commonwealth, the state of Victoria and New South Wales. Well, remember the churches were all locked 
down? 
 
Remember, um, the synagogues, they were all locked down. Well, I managed to go out in the community and I 
said, look, this is ridiculous. And there was a, there was a pastor in Western Sydney, in Smethfield, uh, Mr. 
Atavale or Chris Atavale. What a brave soul. He came through and he said, no, one's going to stop me from 
praying to the Lord and casting my services. 
 
And I'm going to counsel these people. This is why the Lord put me here. And he would go out into the 
communities, okay, and he was doing. He was taking food boxes to people, and he was taking care packages, um, 
to the elderly, and to the needy, and to those who had mental health. All of a sudden, overnight, it becomes, you 
know, illegal. 
 
And he said, that's it, Tony, I want to put everything on the line. He came in, we ran this case.  And then, then the 
synagogues came on, so people of eastern, the eastern suburbs of Sydney and Melbourne, and we got, we got a 
bunch of rabbis together and things, and irrespective of the religious context and that, I'm just telling you about 
the power of faith.  
 
And the power of these people to bring that faith and say, you know what, I'm prepared to be arrested. I'm 
prepared to put money on the line. I want to fight. I want our people to come and congregate because that's 
what churches are for. And so as we were going through that case, we started to work out, hang on a second, 
these policies are senseless. 
 
What are some of the policies? Well, You know, I, I, I couldn't sing or dance, but I could walk and talk. I could go 
to a brothel and I could buy alcohol, but I couldn't go to a church with a 1. 5 meter distance of which I could go to 
Bunnings. Now, I said to me, this is, this is almost morally corrupt. It is morally corrupt. 
 
It is faithfully corrupt anyway, because the people who are wanting to get in touch with their faith and 
understand, because I think we all know.  When you go to these places of religion and spirituality and all that, it's 
about the connection you have. Okay? And it's the connection. And it's that connection that was being denied. 
 
And so they said, well, you didn't apply for exemptions. But what they didn't know was, yes, the pastors had 
applied for exemptions.  And those exemptions were, one was, one was, for instance, where the pastor was 
asking the Berejiklian government at the time,  in the car park, we just want to go into the car park of the church, 
the pastor can be there on his own, doing a sermon over the radio, and there's one car spot,  okay, a free car 
spot, and then another car spot, and people would be sitting, so the patrons, Okay, would be sitting in there and 
they denied that exemption. 
 
So, this is a person sitting in a car, on their own, with a car spot in between, but you could go to these massive, 
big, you know, the coals, you could go to Woolies and you could, I understand people need to eat. And you could 
go to your bunnings. You could go to a brothel. You could go, you could go to alcohol stores. 
 
So all the vices you could almost achieve, but all the virtues and the very virtue of what it is to have faith was 
being denied. And a tabloid came through and he ran this case. Now, yes, it didn't succeed. Two days later, I'll tell 



you now, because what we asked for was for the, the Jewish people to be able to blow their, uh, the shahafah 
during Rosh Hashanah, which is a very spiritual issue, and Christmas was leading up a couple of weeks later. 
 
So, what ended up happening was, she opened it up, because the pressure.  The pressure was, we, we, again, it 
was that call to action. We got this call to action because they knew that the religious sects were now going to 
raise up. Why they didn't rise up until then, but it took a pastor and a couple of those people and some rabbis 
from Sydney and Melbourne to stand up  to what I call the tyranny of a government who locked down people, 
but yet would allow people to go and engage in these vices. 
 
On  that, I made the point that you just said there was so true. Like  we were never going to win in the courts or 
in the boardrooms. All we needed to do was mobilize the people, get them to show up wherever it was, if it was 
a rally, if it was a made up stand in the park, whatever it was. You know, we, and we did so many of them just 
show up, just show the government numbers are rising. 
 
We're not going to win in the courts. We've, we've worked that we're not going to win in the boardrooms, but. If 
enough people show up, um, get mobilized, then the pressure is just going to be too much. And on that, the faith 
was so important that they attacked faith because  in times of struggle and in times of stress, and when people 
are down and people are locked down, the one thing they do is search for meaning. 
 
And one of the most searched, um, words or one of the most searched Um, sentences in, um, on Google during 
COVID was people looking for, for, for faith, for guidance, for spiritual guidance. And, um, the government knew 
they, they, they knew exactly what they were doing when they, they, they shut down the churches and had to 
shut people's faith down and, um, just totally make people feel so demoralized and weaken them to then just 
say, You know, how many do I take to just let me back out?  
 
But on that point, making us a great point is that  one thing that we got from you and always used to say, please 
just say it, you know, pick up your swords, pick up your shields. The issue was this.  Don't back down. Stand up. 
Corinthians 1558. It's all about stand your ground. Hold the line. It's about now reclaiming that. 
 
How do we do that? Well, we only do that by standing up. There's, you're not hurting anyone by standing up. 
Remember the ultimate form of patriotism is standing up for good and for bad when you see your government 
doing good or bad. Okay. Look, don't get me wrong. I'd still go and fight with this country tomorrow. 
 
Okay. If it came down to it, not that I'm going to do a lot, I'd run five meters and I'd be out of breath, but that's 
just,  that's just how it is.  We, we have a duty and that duty is to stand up. Okay. And when we stand up,  that is 
the power of faith. And cause we have faith. And when we got that faith, we also have love hope. 
 
Okay. And what comes with that at the other virtues, courage, moderation, integrity. Okay. These are the other 
things that come with that and we showed that and we're still doing it. And there was some really good, um, you 
know, men and women of faith that came forward, like Pastor Bob Cotton from Maitland, um, Father Dave was 
always, um, you know, Victor T, Victor Tay, I think as well. 
 
Yeah.  Democrats as well. Like, yeah. So that they were, they were there, but, um, you know, and my, yeah, you 
know, that, that, where that came from, pick up your  sword and shield was from Ephesians 6, 10, you know, 
because I remember my wife saying to me at one of the very first rallies, we went to rallies before they became 
what they were like.  
 
Um, you know, early 2021 and my wife said to me, what are you, what are you going to wear? And I said, the full 
armor of God, because if I'm going to Hyde Park to a protest, um, you know, to, to fight this, I said, that's what I 
need, the full armor of God. Ephesians. Absolutely. Yeah, absolutely. Now look, we're, we're, um, There's so 
many issues that we can discuss, um, I've been hearing from people who've been giving evidence in Brisbane just 
before Christmas in the matter of, uh, Mel McCann's class action. 
 



And, uh, they said to me the,  the obvious bias in the court against them from day one was palpable. Absolutely 
palpable. Um, and, uh, you know, everyone was saying that Mel McCann's case has got probably one of the best 
chances of getting through. It's been well researched, it's been well, well funded and, um, but we still can't 
overcome this bias. 
 
And the thing that sticks in my craw when I think about Lada v. Hazard  is that  misinformation  was the main or 
of the, of the defense of the government against John.  They misinformed the court. They misinformed the 
people.  Kerry Chant lied. And let's be honest, she lied. She said that the vaccines, um, would stop transmission.  
 
Uh, that was just one of the things that she lied about. We now know that's untrue.  Where do we go in a 
situation like that where a judgment was handed down on flawed evidence? Is there,  is there an opportunity to 
appeal that and go back to it? Because to every Australian who must be thinking about this,  um, it's 
reprehensible. 
 
And at the very least, at the very least, if it's not revisited, surely. Uh, any costs incurred by hazard against John 
Lada should be dropped as a result of the misleading information that was given in the court, Tony, what do you 
say about that? Well, I think when it comes down to that, that's what the appeal process is for. 
 
But again, you know, we exhausted, we took it all the way to the high court. And I think you touched, um, you 
know, when you look at what happened in Johnny's case, you're absolutely right. Because.  If that's what was 
said there, but yet the case before it actually acknowledged that transmission wasn't being stopped, then, you 
know, does that not tell you that there is an inconsistency here? 
 
So you've got one expert who's advising a TAGI, Professor McCartney, a TAGI, and doing all that research for 
both New South Wales and at the Commonwealth level. Then we also have Kerry Charnt. And they're both 
They're both saying different things about the same topic, but what we knew was transmission wasn't stopped. 
 
And then they started saying, well, it lessens the severity. And then they do, you know, they go through all that 
pattern, but yet people are still dying and people are still, but to answer your question, there, there is an appeal 
process. If it wasn't exhausted, it makes it difficult, but by the same token, like I said, if you have a look at the 
thalidomide cases. 
 
Remember the Agent Orange cases that they sprayed in Vietnam and that, um, and also the asbestos cases, 
British tobacco, Vioxx, my gosh, this list goes on and on and on. The first cases were, and I used to call them the 
pave, uh, the pathfinders, okay, because that's what dropped the radar for everyone else now, and now you're 
starting to see all those cases. 
 
It's rocking through. And so everyone's got the advantage of the cases. And so, although, and I say this, although  
it may not necessarily get that vindication it requires, which I think it does require it. Okay. That's my point. But  
although it might not, it's the longer game that we're playing and that's the game that we've always been playing 
because we knew, uh, especially when we signed Lindell Dane, remember Lindell Dane of the, um, um, she,  
Yeah, I remember that. 
 
And then she was, she was told that she couldn't go and sit on any more of these COVID cases because of the 
remarks. Now, that to me is an intervention that was,  well, potentially unconstitutional and I say potentially 
because I'm sure people will arc up and argue about it. But we raised it in our case and they tended to suggest it 
wasn't the case. 
 
But when you look at what happened. In Johnny's case, when you compare that to thalidomide and all these 
other cases, well it's that long game, and that long game is going to indicate  The Kasams, the Ladas and all these 
people that came before it because they're going to look back at these times and when you look at Thalidomide, 
for example, you look at Dr McBride who exposed it at the start. 
 



He's a hero now.  He wasn't then. He was attacked. He was gas lit. All that sort of stuff. Oh, you're mad. You 
know, what are you going on about? Same with the Vietnam vets. when they came back with Agent Orange. And 
it was one of the saddest things. We send these guys off to fight. We use these aerial spraying techniques. 
 
I don't want to go down that route, but that was definitely one that they did over in Vietnam. And then they 
were coming back saying, guys, I've got cancer or something. Oh, no, it's not that, but they knew it was that.  And 
so it took 40 years or 50 years. And that's where we're at. And mate, I don't think it's going to take us 40 or 50 
years. 
 
I haven't been reading the evidence up there in the McCann case, but what we're seeing is they've got good 
evidence because of the pathfinders. There's all these judgments, the Kassam, the Lada judgment, that would 
have informed their lawyers. And help them path  or guide their path through. And that's the benefit of what we 
do. 
 
And if you always remember, I used to, right at the start, I said, you either win or learn, you never lose. And 
we've got this mentality that you must win. No, you win or you learn. You never lose. When your kid takes the 
soccer field and loses, you don't pull them off the field and say, you're a big loser. You say, what do I do next time 
to win?  
 
I think that's true, Tony. I think, uh, everyone that contributed, whether they gave a dollar, whether they just. 
Uh, held a vigil or a prayer or, or wish just good luck or whatever the case may be, fought at the rallies.  Uh, they 
can all stand very proud, uh, because it was a team effort, uh, for all those cases and everyone that turned up to 
those rallies, everyone that organized them, everyone that got on a train or a bus or whatever to go in there, uh, 
and, and to, to, I think you, you said, uh,  Uh, on a number of occasions, Tony, put a line in the sand or, or put a 
stake on the hill, uh, because once it's there, it's recorded and that's what we did in those matters in the Casam 
matter and the latter matter. 
 
I mean, I even recall at the start of the proceedings in our case, the judge, Judge Adamson, who was junior to, uh, 
the, the, uh, senior judge that gave the. Uh, rulings in the Kassam matter, she, she made it very clear. She said, 
uh, don't, don't go down the pathway of anything in Kassam. I'm not going to be hearing it. 
 
So that sort of negated what we could talk about in our matter. Uh, we've had to go down any pathway, uh, that 
Tony, uh, and, and his team had already covered. Uh, which was, you know, another, another stifle, uh, in, in, in 
democracy, really. I mean, but that's, that's the way they did it. And I think Tony said this a few times previously, 
that these judgments will not age like a good bottle of wine.  
 
No, they won't. No, I think they're, I think they've already turned a vinegar to be quite honest with you, but, um,  
you know, I, I know, what was it, four, four days or three days before the Kassam judgment came out, the Chief 
Justice as he was then, Chief Justice Bathurst, and it was a couple of days before your one started or whatever it 
was, or, sorry, your one had already been going through, issued a statement to all lawyers and barristers that 
they must be vaccinated to attend the court. 
 
But, um, The very idea, what was being challenged at that time, was whether that was a lawful thing to do. So 
that is something that, you know, how does that loom in all this? And, you know, and people, people have got a 
right to question the timing of these things and the issues that have been associated with it.  
 
I think that's a really great point, Tony. I mean, that, that's really lost on a lot of people, but how, how, how do 
you expect that the judges are going to be independent in those settings when you've got the chief judge saying 
you must be mandated  within our own system? I mean, it's very difficult for them to find otherwise, isn't it?  
 
Well,  whether, whether it's one to say that you must do as I say, or, you know, but you know.  Um, I, you know, 
I'll leave those sorts of decisions. All I want to talk about are the facts. That letter came out three, four days 
before the, the judgment  and the judgment was about the very issue of what was contained in that letter.  
 



How everyone wants to piece that together and things like that. I think, you know, it, it, it certainly begs a 
question and whether anyone's asked it or answered and I'm certainly not alluding to anything, um, terribly, um, 
uh, malicious here other than to say that that's what happened. Thank you.  Just to, just to branch off legal issues 
for a moment, Mac, um, we were lucky to share a stage with you on a number of occasions  and, um, I've got to 
say nobody pulls a rally event together like you do. 
 
Um, I, you know, John's nodding near the, the, uh,  the event in Canberra that really, um, touched my heart more 
than any of the others was the one in front of the old parliament house on the 5th,  February. You remember 
that you organized, you organized a big sound system, a big portable sound system. Uh, you spread the speakers 
out. 
 
You were with, um, John Stephan and Johnny and I were there. It was early in the morning. Uh, the police came 
along and said, you know, we asked them about the rally. Are we going to be able to hold it here? And they said, 
sure. And they bent over backwards to arrange traffic lights to be turned off and  motorcycle police to escort the 
crowd as they came across the lake, all that sort of stuff.  
 
To me, that was. That, that is an event that I will never forget, um, standing up there, reading that proclamation 
from Rod Culleton. There were a few people who didn't want us to go anywhere near that, but we did it anyway.  
Um, and then the rally on the 12th, um, you know, the people, the people turned up, that's the thing, the people 
turned up, but the organization of that soundstage and that event and the way that was promoted by you,  uh, 
you should hold your head high because you organized was the biggest rally in Australian history.  
 
And that was done on your watch, brother. And when you did that big wave and we saw all those people up the 
hill,  um, you know, moving their arms in unison with you. Um, they're the things that will never ever fade from 
our memory. Wouldn't you agree, John  and Tony?  Yeah.  Yeah, sorry. No, it was amazing. Yeah. 
 
Yeah. Now, look,  mate, this guy, uh, Mac, he gets, he put Frontier Touring, which is one of the biggest rock 
promoters in the world, okay, well, definitely in Australia, he put them to shame. And I think, uh, if I could just 
say this, yes, I absolutely echo your sentiments, endorse everything you've just said there, Woody, on the basis 
that Um, what we seen there was, uh, a gathering that no Vietnam War protest that stopped a war. 
 
Let's face it, it stopped a war. None of have ever reached a capacity of that, and that came from, you know, that 
man sitting right there, Mac?  Yeah. It was,  it, it was incredible. And, and I remember the three of us, Johnny, 
you and me, and Mack, uh, praying at, at the corner of the old Parliament House early that morning before 
anyone arrived, it would all go well.  
 
And it was an amazing event. It was, that day, to me, stands out even more than the rally on the 12th. I thought 
that was amazing.  Um, it's  been I just, you know, Woody and guys, you know, appreciate the sentiments. And 
look, the thing is, there was a lot of people that were involved in bringing the people, in the numbers to 
Canberra. 
 
Um, you know, all of us and then, and everyone else. And we have to, we have to give credit to a lot of the other 
people that were in this movement. Like them or not, you know, like the The Aussie Cossacks and the Monica 
Smeets and Fanos and David Niggs and, um, yeah.  And Mike Sims, like my God, Mike Sims, Romeo George is 
tricky. 
 
Um, and the list goes on and on. Like there was so many that, um, yeah, drove the people down to Canberra. And 
I knew the people were coming because I saw the old parliament house when we were just on a stage. On the 
steps and I had six speakers and a generator. I knew more people would come on that week and I said we need 
something monstrous. 
 
And, um, you know, I rang the contacts that I had from the events we put on at Hyde Park. And, um, I said, you 
got to give me the best price for the biggest stage and the biggest sound system. And, um, yeah, then we just 
went. Cap in hand, just asking people, look, this is what it's going to cost. You know, we need it. 



 
And, um, it was all pulled together within, yeah, less than a week. Um, but there's a lot of, a lot of credit to a lot 
of, a lot of people and, you know, love them or hate them, um, whoever they are, um, they know who they are. 
You know, everyone, everyone was involved. I just. Yeah, I guess coordinated the logistics of it. 
 
Um, I never thought I'd get into this to be a rally organizer and you know, I've shown you my shield, which, um,  I 
took to every rally and I documented every rally that was, that we went to and where it was,  um, you know, 
there's, there's more, which I just couldn't remember the date. I'll have to go and fill it all in, but this was my 
shield. 
 
When I held this shield up for the first time, I was accused of being a, uh, a Knight's Templar. I was no longer a 
Freemason, I was a Knight's Templar and a Crusader and, and all the rest of that. Um,  but yeah, um, you know, 
and when I organized the first one on the 1st of October to reclaim the line in 2021, which, you know, you guys 
were also a part of in your different locations.  
 
I remember the day before the cops showed up at my door. Um, you know, and basically the question means, 
and the officer said, we've received an anonymous tip from Crimestoppers, um, that you're organising a protest 
for tomorrow.  And I thought to myself, you've got an anonymous tip from Crimestoppers that I'm organising a 
rally. 
 
Anyway, I didn't say anything. And I said, mate, let me ask you something. If I gave you an anonymous tip about  
a pedophile living somewhere, and I could give you his exact address.  How long would it actually take you to 
investigate all of that and get to his house, and perhaps  make an arrest, or do an investigation, or ask some 
questions? 
 
It would be months and months, sometimes years, right? Yet you're telling me that on the basis of a tip off,  You 
heard that I'm organizing a rally. So you've come to my house and he was great. He's like, mate, I get it. He goes, 
these are the signs of the times. Anyway, he said, look, I'm satisfied. No worries. Um, you know, see you later.  
 
I was worried that they were going to be there at my house the next day in the morning. Um,  I thought they're 
going to be there for sure. So what I did is I remember, um, you know, I got up really early at five o'clock and I got 
on my knees and I prayed and I prayed because this was the first time this was, I was either going to get arrested, 
career over. 
 
I got on my knees and I prayed  and then I said, right, now I'm going to get up on my feet and fight. And that was 
the start. And I got, I went out of my house. I went the back way. Um, I ran across a couple of streets. There was 
a nearby park, ran across the park. I had a friend waiting there for me, um, took me to paramount. 
 
And then I had Andrew, um, who was also a paramedic waiting for me and he had a paramedics uniform on for 
me. So I, I sort of put that on and we. We got to Parramatta Park and no one was there, like it was, it was 10 till 
11 because it was starting at 11am and no one was there and I couldn't see anyone wearing white  and the 
police, you could sort of just start to see them coming around and you know they'd figured out where we were 
going to hold this rally.  
 
And I thought, all right, this is what I need to do. I just took off the paramedics uniform and I had my white t shirt. 
As soon as I took it off,  all I saw was just other people coming out of everywhere, taking off their jackets, their 
jumpers, and just all in one, this sea of white just descended on Parramatta Park. 
 
And I knew, I said, I knew we've got this. This is the turning point. And Hudi, I think you were at the border. As 
well. Um, John, you tried to get to Wagga, but I think they're going to arrest you there. Um, Tony, you're in the 
courts, but like everyone was just fighting in, in, in, you know, we were doing on all fronts. 
 
We were fighting it on all fronts, but I, when I saw those people come, I knew, okay, this is it. And then I, I 
became a rally organizer, um, after that. And boy, oh boy, did, did they get big.  I've got to say the best, the best 



feel of any of the rallies I've ever went to, the first two at the border,  uh, the Reclaim the Line rallies, because I 
honestly, people watching this who weren't there, there were about 17, 000 on the first one and 20 odd 
thousand at the second one. 
 
So the numbers weren't huge, but they look huge because everyone was jammed up this narrow roadway up the 
hill. But the camaraderie between the coppers that were there, New South Wales and Queensland police were 
photographing, you know, together with their arms around each other. They were high fiving. 
 
The people in the rally, they were getting selfies taken with girls and there was just a real atmosphere. And, and, 
uh, while I was making my speech, a police car parked nearby, when I said something that must've struck a chord 
with him, he sounded his siren for a moment and I looked over and he gave me a thumbs up.  
 
The feeling was palpable. I mean, it was just awesome. And that's Renat, that's, um, Renat up in, um, you know, 
in the Northern rivers there in Byron Bay, like she did a fantastic job organizing those rallies. And she was on the 
phone to me all the time. She was, she was the one that was telling me how to organize the rallies, like, you 
know, leading up to the first reclaim the line. 
 
Um,  There was a lot that goes into it. I didn't realize there's a lot of politics around rallies as well. And, um, 
there's, there's this, you know, so much that goes on before and after, and everyone wants to turn to speak. And 
if you don't let someone speak, they, people get angry with you. And, you know, um, the famous case, you know, 
in Sydney, what happened there? 
 
And, um,  You know, but we were, we were, we were, we were fighting at the speed of light. Like we were going 
so fast, but there was so many things that people say, would you change anything in? It might be a few things I'd 
do differently, but  if anything, I just fight harder. If I have to do this all over again, what would I do differently? 
 
I'd fight harder.  Um, you know, because yeah, what was, you know, Sometimes the fight doesn't go according to 
plan in the boxing ring and out on the battlefield. So we, we, there are a lot of things that we were just doing on 
the go. Um, you know, and then people were just criticizing and attacking us for, but hey, we're just, you know, 
we're just regular guys. 
 
We're all dads. We just put ourselves out there and had a go and just asked everyone to back us. Just show up, 
just back us. That's all. Tony, we're losing your light for some reason. You've gone very dark there. I'll put a light 
on one second guys. It looks like he's in that jungle program. What's it called? 
 
Get me out of the jungle. Get me out of here. But I'm a celebrity. Get me out of here. Um, but I'll tell you what, 
as I look at that, there was a video going around a few years ago about a cane toad that went missing.  And uh, it 
was a funny video and I've got this horrible.  Thing going through my head, Tony, that someone's going to push a 
Victor over the top of you in a minute.  
 
And you're going to be like Is that better light? Is that better light now, Woody? Yeah, we can see the brilliance of 
who you are now, Tony. You got your red shoes on, Tony? Mate, uh, we were talking about that a little bit 
earlier, actually.  Yeah, it's so secret. I don't, I don't even know if I'm in the club, mate. 
 
That's how secret that society is.  There's a whole bunch of girls in Korokai that remember you wearing that 
outfit, Tony, and they're going to be swooning as they watch this.  Mate, uh, I miss everyone. Like, um, don't get 
me wrong. I think we've all touched on something there, but you know, what, what Matt, uh, Mac and you guys 
are all saying.  
 
We've got that. We developed this big, like a national family, if that makes any sense. And, um, that to me is 
something I think I'll hold so dearly throughout all this. Because it's a principled family. It's not one that, you 
know, we didn't do it, you know, you know, I'll buy me a drink or buy We did it out of the soul of your heart, the 
goodness of your heart, and you know, I really do want to go up north in the next couple of days and go and 
spend some time with some people I met down there in Canberra. 



 
They were some of the most loveliest people, you know, the ladies, the guys, and go and say g'day Queensland, 
but  I just think.  What we've seen over the last couple of years, like I said, it came from the heart, it came from 
the soul, Hoody, and that's what touched me anyway, I'm sure, I don't know about you guys, but everyone I 
spoke to, it was a connection of the soul, it was that want to be free, that, you know, that want to be, you know, 
this free loving, you know, spiritual, faith based person that understands what it is to be a part of a society, but 
more importantly, work together.  
 
Yeah, absolutely. We've got to bring this to a close. We've, we've gone well over time, but, um,  uh, I want to give 
the last say to Mac in just a moment, but,  uh, today we're hearing that legislation is coming out, that's going to 
make it almost impossible for people to vape.  It doesn't, uh, worry me to be honest with you because I hate 
walking down the street behind someone who's vaping. 
 
It's like being on a steam train, but,  but apparently you're going to have to have a doctor's prescription,  uh, for 
our health. They're saying this now,  you're going to have to have a doctor's prescription  to be able to buy vaping 
material.  If they're worried about our health, why don't they ban smoking?  
 
Why don't they ban alcohol?  Um, why are they still?  Allowing corporations to mandate people to have a 
vaccine, which they know is dodgy at best.  None of this has ever been about health, has it? None of it?  Never 
has.  Never has.  Well,  I guess we do have to bring this to a close. Um, Mac, you've made a lot of half time 
speeches.  
 
Yes, yes, Woody. I haven't made if I can have the last few words here. I, um,  but look, a lot of people would 
always say to me, Mac, when are we going to get a full time speech? And, um, I think, I think I want to give a full 
time speech, you know, on this on this show with, you know, my brothers.  I want to say to the people that when 
we first got into this,  we got, we all had our different reasons. 
 
And my reasons was very obvious. End the mandates, um, you know, end the lockdowns and no passports, no 
medical tyranny. And I chose, this is the fight I want to fight. This is the battle. I put my stake in the ground on 
that hill. And this is the hill that I said, we're going to, we're going to fight on. We're going to get to the top of the 
hill. 
 
We're on the, we're on the right side of history. We were just on the wrong side of the hill. And  Yeah, it was 
tough. And look, a lot of people did it tougher than me. They did it tougher than you guys. We all had our 
moments. We all had our, um, you know, our moments where we wanted to give up. We were attacked. 
 
We were  relentlessly, mercilessly, we were trolled. But, you know, we still stood up. And what I want to say to 
the Australian people is we won.  I know it may not seem like that, but we won that battle. Believe me, we won 
that. Now, I'm not saying we won the whole war and we probably never will, but that battle in time, we won it. 
 
We got to the top of that hill. I don't care what anyone says. And I can, I'll, I will tell you right now, I don't think 
we'll ever have another mandate.  Um, so now I don't think we'll ever have lockdowns again. People are saying, 
Oh, more lockdowns are coming. More mandates are coming. I don't think so. They might hit us with something 
else. 
 
I agree. Okay. But in terms of this virus, this vaccine, this issue here with COVID, it's gone. It's done. All we need 
now is justice and accountability, which is what you guys are on the frontline doing and you're fighting for. Uh, 
for me, uh, I've, that's probably not.  Where I'm at, I had to get back to, to my family. 
 
Um, I've got two young kids and for the, for the first four or five months of that fight, I never put my kids to bed. I 
never bathed them. I never saw them. I wasn't, I wasn't a father. And, um, that was hard. So for me, I needed to 
get back and, you know, people are saying, where have you been, Mac? We haven't seen you. 
 



And it's no secret earlier this year, I lost my father, um, unexpectedly. Um, he was in a nursing home for the last 
three years. I couldn't see him for a year because I wasn't vaccinated. Um. And you know, he died suddenly. Uh, 
you know, and so  that was hard. Um, but you know, with the support of you guys and friends and family got 
through it, but I realized that life is short. 
 
And, um, you know,  living in fear is not healthy. It's not helpful. I don't want to be, I don't want to stay down the 
rabbit hole. I don't want to be a conspiracy theorist. I want to be a conspiracy realist. I don't want to You know, 
being in this dark place, thinking about who the enemy is and what they're going to attack us with next and, and, 
and what's going to happen, that's fear and that weakens you. 
 
And this is what I used to tell when I used to train boxers, when I used to train weightlifters, when you're fearful, 
when you're worried, when you're always thinking about what the opposition is going to do, you lose, it weakens 
you. You become tired. It's exhausting. You get fatigued. There are good days ahead. 
 
There are bad days ahead. Okay. But all I know is that if anything like this ever happens again.  I can tell you,  
Australia is going to stand up again, just like they did at the rallies, just like they did in Canberra, just like you guys 
have done. I know we have an army. I know that people can get mobilized, but what I say to people is you've got 
to come up for it. 
 
You've got to get out of that rabbit hole. You can't just keep living in fear about what's next because everyone 
says to me, what's next, Matt, what's next? Well, I'll tell you what's next. That's what's next. Your fear of what's 
next is what's next. That's going to, that's going to just bring you down,  go out there, reconnect with family, 
reconnect with friends. 
 
We won that battle and I don't care what anyone says, you know, oh, it's not over Mac. It's not over I know it's 
not over it never will be over  but at some point the people around you that you love are no longer going to be 
there and  It doesn't matter. It won't matter anymore. All you'll think about is did I love them enough? 
 
Did I give them enough? Was I there for them enough? And, and for me, that's, that's where I'm at. And, and you 
know, especially, um, hoodie after being baptized in, down in Ttt, you know, where you guys, Tony and and John 
were there. Um, that was a special moment for me. I just felt I needed to be rebaptized after a lot of  evil and, 
and things that were around us as well. 
 
And, um, just the way I was affected. Um,  yeah. So that, that was, that was important to me. And,  um, I, I, I 
went and got a job. I went and got my job back. I'm not at the school. I was at. I just went and got a job back. And 
that was it. I, I, I didn't want to sort of be out there trying new things. And, um, I just thought, Hey, you know 
what? 
 
I fought to get my job back. Um, I went for 19 jobs. I got rejected from 19 jobs. I got the 20th one, 19 jobs 
rejecting because they all knew who I was. It was so hard for me to get a full time job, but I finally got one. And, 
um, you know, at a school. Um, which I absolutely love and they all know what I did. 
 
They all know of me, the principal, they all know what I did and they've got no problems with it.  Um, so yeah, 
that's, you know, that's me for now and, but  guys, you know, what you guys are doing and what you continue to 
do and, and, and, and others, you know, like Steve McDonald and,  and, uh, Roland Crystal. Um, mate, I take my 
hat off to you guys. 
 
Um, you guys are remarkable men. It was truly an honor and a privilege to be by your side and fight this with you 
and the good people of Australia who I love. And I don't care how many times I was attacked and criticized. Like I 
always put it out there. I love this country. I love you. I love them. I love God. 
 
I was doing this for God.  Um,  you know, and if it ever happens again.  Don't sit, don't sit on your asses. We know 
what to do. Tony, we pick up our shields, we pick up our swords,  and we don't give these cowards, these 
bastards, these reptiles another inch.  Bless you, my man. God bless you, mate. God bless you. 



 
Absolutely. And you couldn't have finished it in a nicer way. Look, I'm really worried that, um, a lot of really good 
people are caught in a rut of their mining for darkness. They're searching for more and more darkness.  And you 
end up becoming what you seek, be very, very careful  and listen, there's a lot of people out there driving you 
crazy,  but here's the truth of it. 
 
People only drive us crazy when we give them the keys.  So don't give them the keys. We live in a great country.  
We enjoy an amazing climate. Get out there and enjoy it.  Walk in the rain, walk in the sun,  shut your computer 
down. Stop watching us every five minutes for goodness sake, but  go out there and enjoy this country.  
 
And remember how beautiful it is because it really is an amazing country and don't worry about how you're 
going to handle it because what you did last year got you to this year.  That's how it's going to be, folks. That's 
how it is in Australia.  Um,  Johnny, final comments from you, mate?  No, look, just, just to say, uh, uh, look, it's, 
it's been an absolute privilege to be in the trench with, uh, guys like Tony and Mac. 
 
Uh, I,  I don't think we could have achieved what, what we've been able to achieve thus far without the efforts of 
so many people. But at the end of the day, you do need people to stand up and be leaders. And those two guys 
on the screen have, have shown  the ultimate in leadership. Uh,  Mac has been able to.  
 
Uh, bring people together and, uh, fight the good fight  and Tony, the same Tony's, uh, put his business interests 
that, uh, at risk and, and fought, um, for so many, uh, uh, he's put all his resources into fighting for so many at 
great personal cost,  uh, to him. And, uh, we are indebted to these guys for sure. Uh, and the country I hope will 
remember,  uh, in years to come, uh, and recognize, uh, what they've actually sacrificed, uh, because it, it, it has 
been.  
 
A very large sacrifice and I do hope, uh, that justice will prevail, that we will get a royal commission  and, uh, 
these guys will be able to, uh, uh, not, not, not bathe in the glory of, of, of being right, but, uh, you know, that's 
not what this is about, but, uh, they, they can. They can hold their heads high and know that they did the right 
thing at a very difficult time in, in, uh, world history. 
 
And, uh, it's, it's that significant.  Yeah. Well, look, a lot of people have made it very hard is a few people have 
made it hard for me to, uh, to like them, but I love them. And, uh, I think that's what Mac was saying. We do this 
because we love our country and that's the people, not the, the land mass that sits between two wonderful 
oceans. 
 
We love our country because we love its people, even those who don't, who don't agree with us.  So, and if we, if 
we ever lose that, then there's no battle worth fighting.  Um, we might as well give up now. Uh, Tony Nikolic, uh. 
Mac, so great to have you on. Um, and, uh, I'd like it really appreciate it, Mac, if you'd bring this to a close with a 
prayer.  
 
Oh, prayer. Okay.  Would love to. Thank you. Um,  dear Lord,  uh,  thanking you for bringing me, uh, to these 
wonderful  These, these men of God for allowing me to be in the, in the trenches with them, keeping us safe, 
providing us guidance. Um, Lord, we know that, um, your hand, um, is, is all, is all over us all over this country 
and, and in everything that we do. 
 
And we do all of this because we love you. And when we love our family,  um,  Lord, I ask that you give these 
men strength as they continue to battle and seek justice and accountability from those that, um, brought harm 
onto, onto us and to the Australian people.  Um, in Jesus name we pray, Amen.  Amen. God bless you. 
 
I remember, uh, I remember the first Zoom that you, Mac, John, myself and Alex Cooney  Call us in because we 
all realized we had our heads well and truly out above the parapets.  We wanted to discuss where we go as a 
group of men. And we formed an alliance, a real brotherhood, and that's been added to by the men from the 
AFA, from AFL,  the  Roland Kristol and the ex military guys, um,  it's been a wonderful brotherhood.  
 



But I came up with a motto on that night that I'll never forget, and I've stood by it, and I know you have, and so 
has John.  And the motto is, you stand, I stand, you fall, I fall.  And we have stuck to that and, um, and our faith in 
each other is marrow deep, marrow deep. So it's a real honor and a privilege. I can say I'll be 71 in a couple of 
weeks. 
 
And I can honestly say, uh, that this has been one of the most honorable periods of my life. And it ain't over yet 
by a long shot.  So Johnny Lardy, you've often been heard to say. You just couldn't make this stuff up. You 
couldn't make this stuff up. Stay out of the trees. You're amazing, Australia. Every single one of you, whether you 
like us or not.  
 
And listen, be kind in your comments, eh? Let's just give it a rest. Um, because, you know, we're just, I'm just 
going to start blocking people who can't be reasonable.  It's just not worth it. Come on, let's pull it together. God 
bless you all. Um, we're still in the holiday season, uh, some more club grabberies coming up in the next few 
days, but don't hold us to a schedule yet. 
 
But I can tell you, we've got some interviews in the pipeline that are going to blow Club Grubbery well out of the 
echo chamber, I can assure you, and we're really praying and keeping our fingers crossed for some of these to 
come off because they are astounding. And, uh, we're going to keep telling the stories, your stories. 
 
Uh, please help us by buying the merchandise from Drifter. That helps us and it also spreads a great message. 
And please go to our website, subscribe, and you can support us there on www.  clubgrubbery. com. au.  Just a 
great little, uh, finisher, uh, hoodie, uh, Luke Sutton told me the other day, a lady rang up and, uh, she bought a 
thousand dollar gift card, uh, from, from Drifter to give to Daniel, uh, for the homeless. 
 
I mean, this is the sort of reach that, that Club Grubbery is, uh, is getting into the lounge rooms of people who, 
who can help. And make a real difference to, uh, to even, uh, whether it be homeless people or whatever the 
case might be, whatever the cause is, but it's, it's, it's beautiful, isn't it? That that sort of stuff's going on.  
 
Well, you know, Facebook have been really playing hard ball with us for a long time, John, but even looking at 
the stats tonight before I came on,  uh, our viewership's gone up, I think something like, uh, 67%.  And, um, the, 
uh, the, if you call it. 67 now, are we? Sorry. We've got 67 viewers now. Yeah, that's right. 
 
That's right. So it's just phenomenal. The growth is phenomenal. You, you guys are spreading the message. Keep 
doing that because that's the only way we break out of this echo chamber. God bless you all. Thanks for watching 
club grabbery and we'll be back with another great interview very soon. God bless you and enjoy. 
 
God bless each and every one of you. So take care guys.  Bye.  
 
  


